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Revolutionary

The average cost of a data breach on an organization as of 2019 is $3.9Revolution is a BIG word. 

That’s why we use it. iQuila is a completely game-changing solution that seeks to revolutionise
network connectivity. WANs, LANs, and VPNs have had their time. The future of your network is 
iQuila. 

No one else is doing or can do what iQuila does. It is a truly unique solution, built on deep technical 
experience as a response to the frustrations and needless complexity of working with traditional 
networking solutions. 

iQuila are taking things in a brand-new direction, breaking boundaries and will change the face of 

networking forever. 

Be part of the networking REVOLUTION. 
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iQuila: Leaders of the network REVOLUTION



Why MSPs use iQuila

Freedom

Time

Destiny
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iQuila puts the power entirely in your hands by removing the bottlenecks that come with 
every other networking alternative.

Your time and headspace is freed up to add more value to your business elsewhere. With little 
management or configuration needed and only a single solution to worry about, you are in 
total control. 

Everyone in your business is the master of their own destiny, deciding how, when, and where 
they work – with no danger of connectivity loss – thanks to the robust and reliable network in 
place.

iQuila: Leaders of the network revolution



Why MSPs love iQuila

MSP-First Approach Quality Support

High Reselling Margins Sales & Marketing Partner

Here to staySimple & Secure

We understand that our partners are an important part of what makes 
iQuila great, as such we treat our partners as if they are part of our own 
team.

We incentivise our partners to resell to their customer network by 
offering generous profit margins that can become a significant part of 
an MSPs revenue stream.

iQuila provides MSP’s and their customers with a layer of security and 
connectivity that addresses a security concern in a manner that 
increases end-user productivity.

The ability for any partner or customer to reach out to us and gain 
instant feedback is designed to help you remain productive when faced 
with challenges.

We provide our partners with all of the resources necessary to 
successfully resell iQuila to customers. This includes tailored live demos 
and onboarding.

We’re continuously working on new products and features to add value 
to you and your customers.
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Fixing what’s Broken

The average cost of a data breach on an organization as of 2019 is $3.9

iQuila fixes the fundamental flaws of all current - and future - networking solutions. 

Legacy networking solutions are reliant on complex hardware, meaning it’s tricky to scale easily and requires lots of specialist support, 
meaning things can become very expensive.

iQuila is cloud-native, so you can ramp up support for as many users and devices as you need quickly and efficiently. 

Legacy networking solutions use a single connection, meaning they can be insecure, unreliable, and can cause significant amounts of 
downtime. 

iQuila uses multiple data streams, giving you unrivalled protection, speed and uptime. 

Legacy networking solutions often secure the network and do not consider the security of the devices connected to them. 

iQuila secures both the network and the devices connected to it. This gives you peace of mind that remote users are adopting the 
same security policies from your existing “security wall” that internal users would have as if they were sitting at their desk in the 
office. 

iQuila means you have a secure encrypted connection no matter where you are. 

iQuila is the only single solution that fixes all of these fundamental flaws.
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Game-Changing Technology

The average cost of a data breach on an organization as of 2019 is $3.9m

The Unique iQuila VEN Protocol is a fundamental leap forward in securing and simplifying real-time data transmission between 
distributed devices.

*Research performed by Ponemon Institute 

Our proprietary approach removes the bottlenecks of every old and new networking alternative:

We’re the answer to 76%* of corporate network attacks.
We’re the first to fulfil the latest autonomous vehicle regulations (UN155, ISO 21434).
We fix the critical communication challenges faced by armed forces in challenging environments.
We fix home workers cyber essentials headaches.
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Communicated Value

Every individual and business has the right to have a secure, 
reliable, encrypted and resilient connection whilst online. 
Complete confidence in network security should not be exclusive 
to those who have the deepest pockets and who can afford 
facilities and hardware this normally requires. 

Whether you’re a start-up, SME, multinational blue-chip (or 
anywhere in-between), iQulia will work for you, your business 
and, most importantly your people.

iQuila truly democratizes secure networking, making it 
affordably possible for anyone, anywhere, anytime.

iQuila looked at the complex and complicated traditional 
approach to secure networking and said: “Here’s a better way”. 

As simple to use as opening your laptop, with iQuila you can be  
instantly and securely connected to your network and ready to go 
before you’ve even logged in. An always-on, secure encrypted 
connection means that time wasted logging back in or 
reconnecting after something “goes down” is now a thing of the 
past.

You can set up and deploy iQuila in a matter of minutes - without 
the hassle of negotiating a complex labyrinth of legacy solutions 
to manage or configuration tasks to navigate. 

iQuila is the only technology that creates a connection across any 
internet carrier that’s as simple, seamless, and slick as directly 
connected devices in the same room.

Open to everyone                                                                       Simple. Seamless. Slick
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Communicated Value

SSL Military-grade encryption and 
RSA certificate authentication

Supports multiple TCP streams 
per connection Supports 802.1Q VLANs

Industry first adjacent node 
connection over the internet

Secure the device and not just the 
connection

Integrates into AWS, Azure, G 
Cloud and many more

Always-on connection runs a 
service in the background 

Full Active Directory Login with 
group policy 

Full Layer2 bridging of multiple 
offices
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Our Solution

*Research performed by Ponemon Institute 



Our Products

Create SDLAN (Layer 2) networks in the cloud using Military-Grade encryption to 
secure your network connection to your endpoint devices.

Deploy in minutes for unique resilience, High Availability & increased Uptime. 
Connect Offices, Home & Remote Mobile workers as if they were in the same office.

Always-on connection. Carry full 802.1Q VLANs. Onsite & remote updates at once. 
Secure your connection to every device at all times licensed via a recurring monthly 
subscription with no long term commitment.

Cloud
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Our Products

iQuila Enterprise is the next step in the evolution of secure global network 
connectivity. The unique VEN protocol establishes secure, encrypted Layer 2 
connections across any type of standard internet carrier.

Built for resilience, speed, reliability & security to reduce risk. 

Cyber Essentials Compliant & fully scalable for clustering.

Retire legacy solutions such as SD-WAN, MPLS & VPN

iQuila Enterprise one single solution that will connect and secure your network 
connections.

Enterprise
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iQuila Cloud Locations
Hosted across the Microsoft Azure Platform



Speed of Cloud Deployment

12:00 12:1212:0712:0412:02 12:10

MSP Logs in to iQuila 
Cloud

MSP creates company 
and selects network 
location

iQuila Cloud provisions  
services and security

Client administrator 
adds devices to network, 
invites users, adds 
servers and VM’s & 
Cloud Servers

Users download agent 
and install on 
computers/laptop & 
devices

Users have full secure 
access to company 
services and cloud 
services across the 
company network
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Multi-tiered Management System

iQuila Multi-tiered management system makes it easy for 
a reseller to add companies and assign services: 

✓ Add companies 
✓ Add devices 
✓ Import bulk devices
✓ Bridge company networks via layer2 
✓ Create trial accounts 

iQuila Multi-tiered management system means you receive 
the following user benefits:

✓ Full control over network settings
✓ Set your own branding on emails that clients receive
✓ Monthly subscription – only pay for what you use with 

no long term contracts



Contact Us
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UK Cardiff Office

Unit 5, Excelsior Business Park,
Cardiff, CF14 3AY, UK
Phone:     +44 (0)29 20602170
E-mail:     hello@iquila.com

USA Office

2010 El Camino Real #2069
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Phone:     + 1 (408) 7094530
E-mail:     hello@iquila.com

Website: www.iQuila.com
Support: support@iQuila.com


